
JABRA+ FOR ADMINS

Remote meeting room management  
at your fingertips

EASY REMOTE ROOM MANAGEMENT
Jabra+ for admins makes it easy to keep an eye on all your meeting rooms and Jabra PanaCast 50 devices no matter 
where you are in the world. This secure, next-generation platform enables you to quickly locate, diagnose and fix 
any problems, saving your IT resources and helping your team enjoy seamless meetings.

FULLY SCALABLE
Whether you have a few rooms or a global network of rooms, Jabra+ for admins is a scalable tool that makes room 
management a breeze. Meeting spaces all over the world? No problem. You can get a real-time global overview of 
all your rooms or drill down to a specific location or device. Plus, you can set different access levels for your IT team, 
giving them just the right tools they need to support your video setups.
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Discover more: jabra.com/jabra-plus



CUSTOMIZE YOUR WAY
Jabra+ for admins is all about making your life easier. 
Thanks to valuable feedback from our customers, we’ve 
built a user interface that’s intuitive and super flexible. 
Want to see things your way? No problem! Just drag 
and drop to organize your setup by location, group, or 
individual device for easy room management and real-
time insights. 

REAL-TIME ROOM MONITORING
Keep a close eye on your meeting rooms with a real-
time overview of every device, with color-coded status 
and health indicators to let you know when it’s time to 
take action.  Troubleshoot issues from wherever you 
are to minimize downtime and cut down on IT support 
tickets. You can dive into detailed device information, 
tweak settings, and even reboot devices remotely, 
removing the need for local IT staff to conduct  
on-site visits.

THE SPEEDIEST OF SETUPS
Jabra+ for admins makes room management 
fast and efficient. Flexible provisioning options enable 
you to set up devices in bulk or one at a 
time – whatever works best for you. And once 
everything is up and running, the platform helps you 
keep your devices performing at their best without  
any hassle.

SIMPLE MASS MANAGEMENT
Jabra+ for admins makes managing 
your meeting rooms easy right from  
your room inventory dashboard. Whether 
you’re updating configurations across the 
board or customizing specific rooms, you 
can handle it all in a few clicks. Choose a 
standard setup and keep things simple or 
customize to suit different needs. Once 
you’re set up, simple reporting stats help  
you keep tabs on room performance  
over time to stay on top of things. 

EASILY UPDATE YOUR DEVICES
Effortlessly update your devices with the latest 
experiences to get the most from your investment. 
Jabra+ for admins alerts you to new updates and 
lets you apply them to multiple devices all at once. 
Want to test things first? You can limit updates to 
just a few rooms to test new firmware safely before 
a full rollout. Plus, you can schedule updates for 
after-hours to avoid disrupting meetings; and if  
a room is in use, Jabra+ for admins simply 
reschedules the update to minimize disruption  
to your team.

HIGHLY SECURE
Jabra+ for admins is built on Microsoft Azure and is highly secure. It features end-to-end 
encryption and single sign-on integrations, making it easy and safe for your teams to access and 
collaborate from anywhere. We take privacy seriously, which is why Jabra+ for admins meets all 
GDPR requirements and undergoes regular security assessments and updates to assure robust 
protection and compliance.



FEATURES BENEFITS

Meeting room inventory Complete overview of all Jabra meeting room devices in your organization

Near real-time room operation status View the operational status of meeting room devices in your organization

Firmware updates
Update meeting room devices outside working hours to keep them updated without  
interrupting meetings

Manage device settings
Remotely manage settings for all devices, a group of devices, or a single device, 
 optimizing them to suit your meeting room requirements

BYOD for PanaCast 50
Manage PanaCast 50 in Bring Your Own Device mode without needing a dedicated  
computer in the meeting room

Always updated client
Jabra+ Meeting Room client (running on meeting room systems) is automatically updated, 
saving time for the IT admin

Provisioning of PanaCast 50 VBS
Enroll PanaCast 50 VBS for remote management using Jabra+ with touch controller  
or web console 

Remote reboot Reboot devices remotely to troubleshoot common device problems

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Jabra+ Meeting Room client works with all 
leading IT deployment tools

Jabra+ Meeting Room client can be deployed via any deployment tool that supports the  
Microsoft MSI standard 

IT admin computer requirements
To access Jabra+ for admins, use the following web browsers: Chrome, Edge, Firefox or Safari.
(The latest two versions of these web browsers are supported).

Jabra+ for installers
Installer application provided to provision PanaCast 50 in BYOD mode is available  
for Windows

JABRA DEVICE COMPATIBILITY 

Jabra+ current release supports 
PanaCast 50 Room System (Microsoft Teams Room, Zoom Room);  
PanaCast 50 Bring Your Own Device; PanaCast 50 VBS
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MANAGE MORE JABRA DEVICES
Right now, Jabra+ for admins is your go-to platform for meeting room management, but get ready – coming soon, 
you’ll also be able to manage your Jabra enterprise headsets and speakerphones using the same platform. This 
expansion means you can seamlessly oversee your entire suite of Jabra devices, simplifying your management tasks 
with one powerful platform.

COMPLEMENTS OTHER PLATFORMS
Use Jabra+ for admins for all your meeting room management needs or to 
complement other tools like Microsoft Pro Management Portal and Zoom Device 
Manager with advanced troubleshooting for Jabra devices. The choice  
is yours.

EXTEND YOUR ROI
Jabra+ for admins blends cutting-edge innovation with our technological expertise 
to give you a trusted, comprehensive platform. It’s designed to help you effortlessly 
manage your PanaCast 50 devices, keeping them in peak condition for the long haul. 
It also introduces exciting new features through firmware upgrades to address the 
latest meeting challenges and extend the value of your Jabra investment.


